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DCRNN [3] model was used as the main
model and it was trained over a 10-
sensor set and a 50-sensor set in the
region of Los Angeles (METR-LA)

Masked Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is
used as the main performance
measure, and Root Mean Squeared Error
(RMSE) is an additional

Models were transferred to regions with
a similar amount of sensors in the San
Jose area (PEMS-BAY)

Distance between areas was measured
using Frobenius distance, Absolute Sum
distance, and Cosine distance operating
on graph adjacency matrixes

Multiple masks (0, 20000 and 40000)
were introduced to cover missing
distance values in a graph adjacency
matrix 

The correlation between distance and
model performance was measured
using Pearson coefficient

Bucketed simulated annealing (BSA)
approach was introduced to find graphs
with diverse distances

Background Conclusions

What is the performance of
the GNN model in the traffic
forecasting of the training
region?

What is the performance of
the same model on the
unexplored structurally
different regions?

How does the structural
difference between training
and transfer regions correlate
with the model’s performance
in the transfer region?

Research questions Methodology

Experiments and
Results

Regional Transferability of Graph Neural Networks
for Traffic Forecasting
How does the GNN traffic forecasting model, trained with long-horizon historical data from
one region, perform in regions lacking historical traffic data, and how are these
performance variations correlated with spatial differences among the regions?

Transferred model performance in
comparison with other models

Correlation between graph distance and performance:

Correlation values are weak to moderate

Model error is bigger for graphs with smaller FroD and
AbsSum distance (negative correlation)

 Weak positive correlation can be observed for CosDExample of transfered model predictions

Model performance in the
training region

Modern traffic management systems
require effective models for traffic
forecasting

Graph Neural Networks (GNN) show one
of the best performance in traffic
forecasting due to the ability to capture
spatiotemporal dependencies [1]

Transferability in traffic forecasting
involves model training on one region's
data and its application in another
region

 
It is assumed that GNN performance is
strongly dependent on the spatial
structure of the training and transfer
traffic sensor graph [2]

Example of best-observed correlation

Table 1: Model performance for 1-hour predictions on
sensors with historical data in METR-LA area

Table 2: Transfered model performance on sensor sets in
PEMS-BAY. The first 4 rows represent models trained on the full dataset

[3]. The last 2 rows represent the average performance of the model
tested on subsets of the dataset with the standard error

Figure 3: DCRNN predictions using 50-sensor model for one specific sensor, showing
ground truth (blue) versus predictions (red)

Figure 1: Graph distance metrics 

Figure 2: Bucketed simulated annealing visualization 

Figure 4: DCRNN predictions using 10-sensor model for one specific sensor, showing
ground truth (blue) versus predictions (red)

Figure 4: Correlation between graph distance(measured in CosD with mask 40000) and
performance of the 10-sensor model

Figure 5: Correlation between graph distance(measured in CosD with mask 40000) and
performance of the 50-sensor mode

Table 5: Correlation between graph distances and performance of the 50-sensor and 10-
sensor models for the transfer graphs selected using BSA

GNN performance is highly dependent on the
selected training region 

Models trained on low spatial correlation regions
transfer better by avoiding overfitting

The structural differences between the training and
transfer regions are not strongly correlated with
the model’s performance. 

The current graph distance metrics mostly capture
incorrect regional spatial patterns

Training the model for different datasets and regional
scenarios

Exploration of all the proposed metric configurations
using BSA

Exploration of other possibilities for the mask values
and graph distance metrics

Deeper exploration of the cosine metrics for the
transferability

6 Future work
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